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ALERT: New Carried Interest Tax Statute

December 21, 2017
The new federal tax act includes new Internal Revenue Code section 1061. This statute will force partners who obtained
their partnership interest as compensation for services to treat gain recognized by the partnership as short-term capital
gain if the partnership owned the asset it sold for less than three (3) years. Additionally, this same rule will almost
certainly apply to the sale of partnership interests themselves that are sold within three (3) years of issuance. The
effective date is January 1, 2018.
This creates a tax planning opportunity for the next ten (10) days. An individual can sell a partnership or LLC interest
owned for less than three (3) years but more than one (1) year to a wholly-owned S corporation, recognize long-term
capital gain in 2017 and avoid application of this new statute.
If you have any questions or wish to discuss the above in greater detail, please contact Christopher Scott at
301-961-5135 or at cscott@linowes-law.com.
DISCLAIMER: The postings on this site were created for general informational purposes only and do not constitute legal
advice or a solicitation to provide legal services. Although we attempt to ensure that the postings are complete,
accurate, and up to date, we assume no responsibility for their completeness, accuracy, or timeliness. The information in
this blog is not intended to create, and receipt of it does not constitute, a lawyer-client relationship. Readers should not
act upon this information without seeking professional legal counsel.
This blog may contain links to independent third party websites and services, including social media. We provide these
links for your convenience, and you access them at your own risk. We have no control over and do not monitor the
content or policies (including privacy policies) of these third-party websites and have no responsibility for, and no liability
with respect to, their content, accuracy, or reliability. Unless expressly stated, we do not endorse any of the linked
websites or any product, service, or publication referenced herein or therein. We will remove a link to any site from this
blog upon request of the linked entity.
We grant permission to readers to link to this site so long as this site is not misrepresented. This site is not sponsored or
associated with any other site unless so identified.
If you wish for Linowes and Blocher LLP to consider representing you, please go to the firm’s website at www.linoweslaw.com. One of our lawyers will be happy to discuss the possibility of representation with you. However, do not send us
information until you speak with one of our lawyers and obtain authorization to send information to us. We do not owe
any duty of confidentiality to any persons who send unsolicited email messages, mail, facsimiles, or other
communications to our firm, lawyers, or other employees without our advance and express authorization. Our receipt of
unsolicited information will not preclude us from representing any actual or potentially adverse party. In addition, any
potential legal representation of you by the firm will not commence unless and until a formal engagement letter is agreed
to and signed by you and the firm.
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